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Introduction

The challenge provides a set of datasets that describe habits, activities and
actions performed by humans inside a physical environment, together with the
sensor measurements detected. In particular:
• Actions are atomic interactions with the environment or a part of it (e.g., a
device). With respect to the common BPM terminology, they correspond
to tasks of a process model, whose execution is witnessed by events in an
event log.
• Activities are combinations of actions. With respect to the common BPM
terminology, they correspond to processes, whose execution is witnessed
by traces in an event log.
• Habits are sequence or interleaving of activities that happen in specific
contextual conditions (e.g., what the user does each morning between
08:00 am and 10:00 am). A habit is similar to an activity, but here the
focus is on the routine rather than on the final goal. With respect to the
common BPM terminology, they correspond to macro-processes made up
by several processes.
The provided datasets are organized according to two different scenarios:
• A scenario, denoted as d21p1, describing the daily habits (which happen
from 0:00am to 11:59pm) of a single user for 21 consecutive days;
• A scenario, denoted as d21p2, describing the daily habits (which happen
from 0:00am to 11:59pm) of two users for 21 consecutive days.
All the scenarios cover three consecutive weeks, starting on a Monday (the
fictitious date 2020-03-16) and concluding on a Sunday. As it will be explained
later, this is important as weekend habits are different than working days ones.
Three different datasets are provided for each scenario representing human
life at different levels of granularity:
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Figure 1: The house map
• A dataset (stored in the EventLogXES.xes file) providing information
about the activities performed by humans. For each of these activities
the sequence of actions is provided;
• A dataset (stored in the EventLogXESNoSegment.xes file) only providing
actions performed in the environment. This dataset is equivalent to the
previous one, but here actions are not explicitly segmented into activities;
noteworthy, in order to connect this dataset to the previous one, action
(event) ids are equivalent;
• A dataset (stored in the SensorXES.xes file) containing sensor measurements. Here, sensor measurements are represented as events of a single
trace.
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Description of the environment

The physical environment where the users are is depicted in Figure 1.
This map is the faithful reproduction of the Aruba installation from the
CASAS project 1 . Blue lines represent walls, green icons represent position sensors with their respective orientation, black icons represent landmark positions
1 cf.

http://casas.wsu.edu/datasets/
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including wall limits, denoted as pxx (with xx going from 1 to 43), and devices
and position of interest, including:
• Indoor positions: bathtub, exercise place, wardrobe, bed, windows, tv
chair, dining table, dining chair, computer, computer chair, chair, kitchen
sink, shoe shelf, fridge, micro, kitchen shelf and oven;
• Outdoor positions: Start, entrance, outside and workplace. Entrance is
the point where the door house is. Outside and workplace are generic
positions introduced for certain activities. Start is instead a fake position
used when no information about a human position are available.
Positions of places and position sensors on the maps are expressed in terms
of x (horizontal) and y (vertical) coordinates. A description file, house.txt is
provided together with the datasets, containing the exact coordinates of places,
walls and position sensors depicted in Figure 1.
Measurements from the following may be considered/captured/included in
the datasets:
• For each user, a position (denoted as position) is provided. This position
integrates the measurements provided by position sensors in the environments in order to provide, for each user the x and y coordinates occupied
inside the environment. Values provided are strings in the form ẍ y.̈ For
example 300 1050 must be interpreted as x = 300 and y = 1050. Both x
and y are integers;
• A temperature sensor (denoted as Temp) obtained by readings temperature
values from an external service, i.e., temperature values are not simulated
but read from an external oracle. Values are float numbers representing
Celsius degrees;
• A home airing level sensor (denoted as Home Aired), providing the level
of air in the environment. This sensor is simulated and influenced by
the actions performed by the user (e.g., opening the window increases the
airing level). This is a discrete sensor with integer (also negative) values;
• A bed pressure sensor (denoted as bed pressure), providing information
about how many persons are currently on the bed. This sensor value is
increased by one every time somebody is on the bed. Values from this
sensor are positive or zero integers;
• A window and a blind switch sensor (denoted respectively as windows
and blinds), providing information about the state of the window and
corresponding blind. A value of 1 means the window or the blind is open;
• A sensor (denoted as unwashed dishes) providing the number of unwashed dishes in the house. This is a positive or zero integer;
• A sensor (denoted as food) providing the level of food availability in the
house. Values of this sensors are positive or zero integer values;
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• A sensor (denoted as air Conditioning) reporting the state of the air
conditioning system. This sensor has value 1 if the air conditioning system
is on, and 0 otherwise;
• A sensor (denoted as Home Presence reporting the number of persons
currently present in the house. The value is an integer greater or equal
than zero;
• A switch sensor (denoted as fridge door contact) connected to the fridge.
This sensor is 0 when the fridge is open, 1 otherwise;
• A sensor (denoted as cooked food) reporting how much cooked food is
available. Similarly to the food sensor these are positive or zero integer
values;
• A sensor (denoted as power use) reporting the current usage of power
in the house. Power is represented with a non-physical positive or zero
integer;
• A sensor (denoted as water use indicating the current employment of
water in the house. Water usage is represented with a non-physical positive
or zero integer.
Sensor values are captured when a value change is detected, and are provided
in the SensorXES.xes dataset.
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Description of activities

Humans in the simulated environment perform activities based on need or on
specific environmental conditions. The execution of each activity implies the execution of actions. A priority mechanism is applied in order to let certain urgent
activities to pause the execution of a specific activity. Each activity is performed
by a single human. Names associated to activities are self-explanatory and will
not be discussed further in this guide. Some of the activities, are the result of
the execution of the models depicted in Figure 2 where the formalism employed
is the one introduced in cite [2, 1]. Here the root node denotes the name of the
activity as reported in the event logs.
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Clarifications on the XES format used in the
datasets

Datasets are provided following the XES standard, but some clarifications are
needed about specific aspects:
• In an XES log, usually instances of the same process are provided. Here,
each daily (or morning) habit is the equivalent of process, where traces
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[ Temperature > 20 ]
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>>
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>>
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>>
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Figure 2: Task models
represent repetitions of specific activities. For this reason, for each activity
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trace, a name is provided;
• A trace ID is associated to each trace and an event ID is associated to
each event. The event ID in the EventLogXES.xes and the EventLogXESNoSegment.xes of the same scenario are equivalent, so that the two
datasets can be compared;
• Each event is associated with a resource that can be a human, if s/he has
executed the action that causes the event, or the system, if the action has
automatically been performed by the system;
• When possible, for each action, the start and complete events of the lifecycle are reported, so that the duration component of an action can be
taken into account. When a start event is not available, only the complete
event is reported, as such simulating an actual event log;
• Some events, denoted as noise, are functional to the simulation and can
be ignored.
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